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Introduction
The award-winning Voiceworks handbooks for singing are now firmly established as an
outstanding resource to encourage singing in schools and in the wider community. Their
hallmark is a wealth of accessible material, with teaching notes to guide the teacher/
leader/conductor in promoting good practice and technique for enjoyable and healthy
singing.

For very young children, singing is as natural as breathing. Tiny babies explore a myriad of
bubbling, gurgling, ‘sirening’, and blowing sounds long before they speak, and this
experimentation is the first stage of singing––a strong indication of the importance of
vocalizing as part of our human communication. As practitioners, we should make every
attempt to harness this early fascination with vocal sounds and give our young learners
ample opportunities to sing as part of their daily life in school.

Voicelinks offers teachers a wide range of material to support this natural affinity between
singing and learning. It is a songbook for children aged between three and seven, specially
devised to be used across the curriculum. The 24 songs bridge Early Years Foundation Stage
(EYFS) and Key Stage 1 (KS1), fitting chronologically between the other books in the series
for this age group––Voiceplay and Young Voiceworks. Each song is directly linked to aspects of
either the EYFS or the KS1 curriculum, providing a rich source of cross-curricular material to
connect singing with classroom delivery. There are seven sections, each constructed around
a different generic theme; within the sections, each song is carefully graded to one of the
following year/age groups:

1 EYFS (ages 3–5)
1 KS1, Year 1 (ages 5–6)
1 KS1, Year 2 (ages 6–7)

The seven sections are:

Section I: All About Me Exploring self
Section II: Jiggle and Jump Physical play
Section III: Paint my World Colours
Section IV: Rain and Shine Weather
Section V: Tell me a Story Traditional tales
Section VI: Travelling Here and There Transport
Section VII: Celebrations Special days

The songs
The songs are simple and accessible, and are set out with supporting notes so that
non-specialist teachers can teach them successfully. They have been specially selected to
meet the needs of young learners and are designed to be taught by rote.

1 The music is composed using straightforward patterns, containing simple, repetitive
melodies.

1 The vocabulary in the lyrics is appropriate to each age group, using suitable images and
contexts.

1 In many songs, subsequent verses contain only one changing word or line, making them
easy to memorize.
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1 The lyrics have been written to allow children to amend the words and invent new
verses, in order to uphold the holistic and child-initiated learning styles that we associate
with the best Early Years and KS1 practice.

Each section of the book comprises either one or two songs targeted at each year/age group.
The songs have been written to provide progression from one year to the next:

1 EYFS. Short, simple songs with repeated phrases and using a small range of notes. Lyrics
are simple, with only one word or phrase changing between verses. Simple actions are
suggested to help children engage with the pulse and timing, such as bowing/waving on
cue with the words, or jumping/marching along with the beat. Tempo and expression
should be directed by the lyrics. These songs are unaccompanied.

1 KS1, Year 1. Songs with slightly more challenging lyrics and a larger vocal range, but
retaining simple and repetitive melodic ideas. Character and tempo markings are
suggested for these songs. Guitar chords are included as an accompaniment option, as are
optional percussion parts.

1 KS1, Year 2. These songs are more extensive, with larger vocal ranges, longer phrases,
more words, and some richer harmonies and key changes. The lyrics express more
complex ideas and introduce new vocabulary. Some songs have optional
counter-melodies (or descants) to add variety and a more interesting texture. Character
markings and simple dynamics are given; following these will enhance a performance.
Guitar chords are included as an accompaniment option, as are piano parts.

The Song index (page 104) summarizes the character and subject of each song, including its
links with areas of the curriculum. It also lists additional songs that could be used when
planning around the different themes; some of them are common folk songs or nursery
rhymes, and some can be found in books from the Voiceworks series, the Sing Up song bank
(www.singup.org), and other mainstream KS1 and KS2 songbooks.

The teaching notes
Each song is complemented by a set of activity notes that gives practitioners information
about resources, curriculum links, warm ups, and, most importantly, ways of teaching and
developing the song; they present a bank of ideas that ‘peg’ each song directly to the
curriculum in order to enhance teaching and learning both through and across each topic.
These notes are identical in structure for each song:

1 Choose this song. Outlines learning contexts for the song and lists the subjects/learning
areas that are developed through it. Common abbreviations have been used; a key to
these abbreviations is provided on page 108.

1 Before you sing. Ideas for introducing the song and the topic, including sharing
observations, ideas, and memories. This section also features physical and vocal warm
ups.

1 Singing this song. A step-by-step guide to teaching and learning the song, breaking it
down into simple stages.

1 Developing. Specific cross-curricular tasks serving the Areas of Learning (EYFS) and
varied subjects (KS1 curriculum). This is organized into two subsections: developing the
song and developing the topic.

The resource box, found at the head of the teaching notes for each song, lists the key
resources provided and where they can be found, as well as suggestions for additional
resources for the teacher to prepare. These can be categorized as follows:

1 CD tracks (see ‘The CD’, below)
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1 Additional music scores (e.g. piano accompaniments, percussion parts––see ‘The accom-
paniments’, below)

1 Other resources to support understanding and cross-curricular development:
0 Photocopiable resources such as picture-cards to help with the lyrics. These may be

enlarged and copied as necessary for classroom teaching.
0 Word-cards and other props for teachers to prepare before the lesson.
0 Commonly found items including cameras, books, and photographs.

The CD
The CD includes demos of each song, using a mixture of male and female voices. These offer
practitioners who aren’t comfortable with reading music a useful way to learn the songs so
that they can then teach the material directly to children using their own voice (although
the demos could be used as the principal teaching tool if required). This supports the notion
that our youngest singers respond best to vocal activities led by a voice rather than a lavish,
multi-tracked accompaniment.

The KS1 songs also include CD backings based on the accompaniments provided in the
book (see ‘The accompaniments’, below). These offer teachers and children who have
become really confident and familiar with a song the opportunity to sing independently,
without vocal support. These tracks would be suitable both for a grand public performance
and for everyday singing in the classroom.

1 EYFS. These tracks include sung introductions to help children prepare for singing; the
recorded voice begins with an invitation to sing, using phrases such as ‘Are you ready?
Off we go!’, sung on the starter note of the song.

1 KS1, Year 1. These tracks have guitar and percussion accompaniment, based on the music
provided in the book. Introductions and interludes are included as indicated on the vocal
scores; these musical interludes can be used to accompany actions or accommodate
simple dance steps (as appropriate to the song).

1 KS1, Year 2. These tracks have piano accompaniment and include counter-melodies and,
where appropriate, other suggestions given in ‘Developing the song’.

The accompaniments
Accompaniments or percussion parts are provided for the KS1 songs and can be added once
the songs have been thoroughly learnt and are being sung confidently on their own. As
suggested in the teaching notes, the most effective way for children to learn a song is from a
clear and confident adult voice, a line at a time, until they can sing it securely. Adding the
accompaniments will support and enhance what the children can already do, producing a
different and more exciting musical experience for them.

EYFS
These songs do not have written accompaniments––the best support at this level is the
physical presence of the teacher, with clear, large gestures. Often, providing the pulse on a
short-sounding, unpitched percussion instrument is all that’s necessary; the children could
join in, either by tapping with their hands or fists on their knees, or with a simple
instrument (claves are good for this as the sound is not too overpowering).

KS1, Year 1
These songs can be accompanied by guitar (following the chords given on the vocal score)
and include optional percussion parts. The guitar playing should be supportive, so it is
important to make the chords clear, with a strong sense of pulse; alternatively, the chords
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could be played on the piano. The focus must be on strong and confident singing and
engagement with the songs and words, but, when appropriate, the percussion parts can be
added by any number of players, provided the singing is still dominant. Teach the
percussion parts in the same way as the singing: by rote, demonstrating the part and then
inviting the children to echo it. Begin with the simplest unpitched part and build up
gradually, adding pitched parts last. Achieve confidence with one part before adding
another; this may take several sessions. Children at this age find focusing on their own part
among other sounds quite a challenge, so don’t rush this process.

The following criteria have been applied to the written parts:

1 They have simple, repetitive patterns with a clear structure to make memorizing easy, but
require correct starts/stops and careful waiting or counting. Words from the songs are
included to help learn rhythms accurately. For pitched percussion parts, the notes used
are listed on the score as a guide to preparing the instrument (by taking off the notes not
required, if this helps).

1 Each song has scope for a number of unpitched instruments, and a part or two for
pitched melodic instruments providing some simple harmony or a bass-line. The parts
cater for a range of abilities: pitched parts require precision and dexterity with both
hands, and memory for longer and sometimes irregular patterns.

1 The choice of instruments is for the teacher/children to decide, but they should be
chosen from the percussion chart (below) according to the generic label (e.g. ‘short
unpitched’) so that they create the right effect. The instruments used on the CD tracks
are given on the music scores. These are ideal but do not have to be used; anything from
the same section of the percussion chart will do.

1 Introductions and interludes between verses are suggested above the percussion score for
each song and correspond with the CD backing.

1 The parts provided are a suggestion––it is perfectly permissible to make up extra parts or
feature just some of them as required, and to choose whatever instruments are available.
It is essential, as part of a positive and worthwhile musical experience, that the
instrument parts add something to the performance and support the voices. Better to
have excellent unaccompanied singing than a noisy clatter of untidy percussion!

Percussion chart

Unpitched
Sounds have no definite

pitch or note

Pitched
Sounds have a definite

pitch or note

Short
Short or ‘dry’ sounds

that end quickly

Long
Long sounds that hold

on and fade slowly

tambourine, shaker/maracas,
egg shakers, sleigh bells,
wood block/temple block, claves,
sticks, drums (various sizes)

xylophone (wooden bars),
boom whackers

triangle, cymbal roll with beaters,
gong, indian bells, rainmaker,
vibraslap

glockenspiel, metallophone,
chime bars, hand chimes,
hand bells

KS1, Year 2
Printed piano parts are provided to support the voices and add a slightly deeper musical
experience with richer harmonies. Guitar chords are also included and these would give
secure support for each song. Percussion parts are not provided but can be added to suit
the needs of the group by adopting the principles of the Year 1 songs.


